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About This Game

The highly anticipated sequel to Atonement: Scourge of Time finally comes to Steam!

General Features:

Direct sequel to Atonement: Scourge of Time.

Explore the alternate timeline, where the final outcome of the first game took a grimmer turn. Characters you’ve known
already will not be the same. Friends will become enemies, and enemies will become friends.

Regenerating energy battle mechanic is back! Carefully manage how you spend your energy as some skills can leave you
dry very fast!

No level ups or experience points! Similar character progression to City of Chains – gain skill points upon completing
quests and choose which battle skills or passive abilities to learn.

Non-linear gear progression. Equipment system now consists of enchantments that you can find all over the world. Use
these to customize your character’s offensive and defensive bonuses to your liking.

All enemy encounters are visible, so you can tackle them when you’re ready. Some passive abilities will allow you to
bypass battles without needing to fight.
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In addition to the main party’s story arc, witness flashbacks from a distant past, where you get to control a second party
of characters. Any decisions you make during these scenes will have an impact on the present.

Story:

Three weeks have passed since the events of Atonement: Scourge of Time. The world was saved… or so it seemed. Whilst
keeping a low profile, Elleria began to notice strange occurrences – ominous dreams, a persistent weakness, and mysterious

portals coming out of nowhere.

Before long, she and her allies find themselves in an alternate timeline – a timeline where events took a grimmer and more
depressing turn, with familiar characters no longer being the same, and Elleria herself being at the centre of it all.

Wanting nothing more than to simply return to her home timeline, Elleria will have to face her fears, her lineage, and herself, in
order to overcome treacherous hazards, eldritch secrets, fallen angels, overwhelming odds, and maybe, just maybe, save others

in the process.

To check out the original Atonement title, please head on over to the existing store page:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/385070/

If you want to support this game and all my other past and future games further, please check out my patreon page below!
https://www.patreon.com/matthewashworth
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Hey I mean if Sakurai doesn't want him then someone will take him. *** UPDATED : After putting a little more time in the
game I've fleshed out the review to paint a better picture of the game. Don't be put off by the real-time aspect of the game, your
Deadnauts aren't idiots and will automatically fire at any hostiles they detect. ***

Searching derelict ships from ancient civilizations in deep space is pretty much as deadly as it sounds, however, a well balanced
party with the appropriate equipment can brave the dangers and emerge relatively unscathed. While your first few attempts
might result in you getting your party horribly maimed, a little attentiveness and situational awareness will go a long way and
allow you to play an entire game with no casualties. Make your own party and name them after friends and family, and if they
die, no worries! You can clone them! Just don't get too attached to the clone...

There will be incredibly tense moments in game that are not arbitrarily forced on you via a streamlined story and can't be
replicated every game you play. Each ship has it's own challenges and enemies that can potentially shorten your life span. Since
enemies, loot, and ship layout changes with each new campaign, there is no reliable way to game the meta and ensure victory
each play through.

Between traditional zombie-like space enemies that want to disembowel you, giant Sentinels (laser turrets!) that can gun down
your entire party in a matter of seconds, and artifical intelligence programs known as Watchers that are essentially cyber ninjas
patrolling the ship's network you have your work cut out for you. Running around guns blazing might work in one campaign and
get you killed within five minutes in another.

Imagine the following scenario : Your hearty crew breach a new room and as they cautiously advance are suddenly swarmed on
nearly all sides by almost a dozen enemies. Fear sets in and bullets fly in every direction, your non-combat oriented Deadnauts
not having the best accuracy under the pressure. Inadvertently, the stray rounds bounced around the room far more than
recommended and comprimised the structural integrity of the room you're in. Life support fails and your crew is mercilessly
exposed to the vacuum of space. You quickly dart towards the door you just entered from, when unexpectedly, your video feed
dies, you can't issue orders to your men because your audio feed has been cut, and the door they're attempting to reach has been
sealed. Congratulations, a roaming Watcher just ruined your day because you forgot to install a firewall earlier to counter it.

The watcher can't maintain the jam for a long period of time, and your audio\/visual feed comes back just in time for you to
realize the majority of your party is at half life from standing in the destroyed section of the ship. Your Deadnaut hacker
hauls\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to the door, opens it, and everyone throws themselves into the safety of the adjoining
room. Or maybe everyone dies horribly because your hacker got dragged off and flayed earlier. Unfortunately, it takes 15
seconds to open the sealed door and everybody dies in the mean time.

That is just a sample of the fun you can expect!

As far as party composition goes, your crew of five's roles are determined by the type of suit they're wearing, as it will allocate
different slots for equipment in weapons, tech, sensors, or protection. When you complete missions, find blueprints on the ships
you're searching, or purchase new ones on the marketplace afterwards, you might have a suit with slots for weapons and tech.
This changes each game, however, and the slots each type of suit has is different every time.

But just because there is no class system in Deadnaut's does not mean you're going to assign a dumb grunt the role as the group's
techie responsible for deactivating turrets or installing firewalls to keep Watchers off your back. Characters have four stats that
correspond with eight abilities, and where an interesting aspect of the game comes into play is character creation. You can
customize your roster of Deadnaut's to fulfill specific roles.

These aren't going to be Master Chief's with flawless personalities and sparkly clean criminal records, since only the desperate
or deranged would seek what usually amounts to a one way trip into deep space aboard alien derelict ships. If you want a
character with extra stats to allocate you're going to have to decide if you want to assign them extra flaws, such as taking stims
without being ordered or maybe they periodically steal money from the group. Is that trade off worth the extra firepower?

At the end of the day this game offers a lot for $10 and while I probably won't be investing 100s of hours into it, I've enjoyed
the short time I've spent and will log more later. For me it scratches an itch and even reminds me a bit of Firefly, in the way that
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you have a motley crew, all with different motivations, just trying to make ends meat in the darkest corners of the galaxy.

Pros :

- A unique game that pulls no punches, you're punished for your mistakes and rewarded for careful planning and positioning.

- The game changes with each campaign, one might have you searching medical ships discovering what went wrong, while
others will have you salvaging military warships with active turrets around every corner.

- Good amount of character customization, I was able to reconstruct my family with pretty accurate detail (or, what our
futuristic Deadnaut alter egos would be). Each Deadnaut had their place in my party and if one of them died it made the mission
harder.

- Intense atmosphere, the sound is well done and when alarms start going off, you start to panic.

Cons:

- Even after reading the manual it still took trial and error in game to figure out what was happening and how to use abilities in
game. It didn't take very long, but it could be a potential source of frustration.

- While the atmosphere is pretty interesting, the crew logs aren't particularly intense and are repetitive. Once you've read the log
of one ship, you've pretty much read them all.

- Replayability might be questionable for some people. My first successful campaign completion took 2 hours, and my second
one took barely 66 minutes. That doesn't mean I'm done with the game, however, as each campaign has individual challenges
and I've only succeeded on about 2 out of 9 attempts. Others might finish one campaign and be done though.

- Confusing relationship mechanics. I couldn't tell why one of my characters with high cohesion (the charisma stat) was hated by
everyone else. Sometimes your characters mesh really well together, and other times they start fighting within minutes of a new
campaign, even with the likeable trait.

TL;DR = Even if the game doesn't receive substantial updates, this is a game worth trying if you're into strategy games or rogue
likes\/lites. Or dying surrounded by friends and family on an alien ship in deep space sounds really fun.. I wasn't completely sure
what to expect when I picked up this game, having never really played a text adventure of any kind before. But, now that I've
completed it, I can safely say that pciking it up was a very smart move.

If you're not used to this type of game then it might take you a few moments to get used to the controls and especially the
navigation, but after 10 minutes or so, you'll be whizzing around the place without any issue at all. It's very intuitive and very
simple, and there is a map screen if you suddenly find yourself a little lost.

Graphically, the game is beautiful. The interface, the icons, the in-game images, all look very nice and professional.

In terms of sound, the game presents a perfect mix of peaceful, melancholic and dramatic background music, all inserted at just
the right moments, as well as enough sound effects to make sure you're always satisfied that things are being selected correctly,
and that things are generally getting done the way they should be.

Storywise, the game is excellent. It's a mystery at heart, incorporating themes of loss, desire, heartache, faith, religion, and the
never ending search for peace and happiness. I was gripped right up until the very end, and this being a text adventure, where
story is paramount, I'd say that is a very big plus.

The only negative thing to say about this game, for me personally, is when it comes to the overall game design. I had to consult a
walkthrough on 3 occassions, simply because I just would never have thought to do a certain thing, and on another occasion just
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because I forgot that I could access a certain area because I hadn't been there since the very start. This is a trivial complaint
though, and something that practically all adventure games suffer from, so I don't hold it against the game at all.

So, if you like a good mystery, and a good character driven yarn, all wrapped in a great looking, and sounding, package, I
definitely, without a doubt, recommend you pickup LIfestream. It took me just over 5 hours to complete, and so for the price,
I'd say it's a real bargain. :). Fighting Classic, what's not to like? A must own for retro fighting fans!. I really liked this game, It
makes me think of Zelda : A Link to the Past and that's a good thing for me. At this price and considering I've got almost 30
hours on record, It's very worth it. Can't wait for the sequel that's supposed to be out by the end of 2017.. I love the new concept
in this new retelling of the Star Control story. The ships don't feel the same as the first game, but out with the old and in with the
new. I like this storyline but the ships are not as fun as the original. I do not regret buying this game.. For those looking for these
files, it's in your Consortium folder. It has its own sub-folder called "soundtrack and discoveries".
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Great DLC for Fallout 3, you may or may not like it but I think you will. It has a great story and some very cool items, well
worth the money.. Staring at the back of some guy's head simulator 20XX. Don't pick up this game. You don't do anything.
Once you realize how to spam your wife for sex the game just becomes a waiting game. Don't buy this.. Verry fun sports
outfits.. I cant speak highly enough about this game! within the first day of purchase I played three hours with a friend. Mud and
Blood but 3D
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